
California Shoplifting Laws Could Wreck the
Economy as Insurance Companies Exit the
State
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State Farm and Allstate are exiting California’s business and property insurance
markets. Thousands of Californians are now going without insurance, which locks people
in as they can’t sell their house as most banks will not write a mortgage for an
uninsurable property. Many businesses will fail without insurance.
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Josh Stirling found a 7% aggregate mortality increase for each COVID vaccine dose
received, meaning a “fully vaccinated” individual who took 5 doses increased their risk
of [premature] death by 35%. Stirling previously noted that overall, all-cause mortality
in the US rose in 2022 from 2021 by about 15%.
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The fine print in the policies may look and read like insurance, but the reality is that
they are a scheme to promise and tax until the system breaks, leaving only the political
and financial elite with real health care. The rest will suffer and die prematurely and,
in the meantime, live in poverty and slavery.
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Bernie Sanders’ ‘Medicare for All’ plan is based on current Medicare rates, and the pay
cuts would force hospitals to close, or the estimate will go way up, by perhaps 50 or
100%.
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Trump’s Justice Department endorsed eliminating Obamacare in its entirety, instead of
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just the individual mandate that penalized people who refuse coverage. Critics say it
gives Democrats the advantage in the next election, because a large segment of the
population wants Obamacare so long as someone else pays for it.
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The US Congressional Budget Office estimates that it will spend $700-billion on
subsidies this year to help pay the health-care premiums for Americans under the age of
65. The extravagant benefits of the government’s so-called ‘affordable health care’ has
forced insurers to raise premiums by 34% in 2018.
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The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act repealed the individual mandate portion of the Affordable Care
Act that requires people who reject the insurance to pay a penalty of $695 or 2.5% of
their income. However, Obamacare is still in effect and requires employers with
businesses with 50 or more full-time employees to pay for their full-time employees
health insurance, regardless of the cost. This is forcing many employers to reduce the
number of full-time employees or go out of business altogether.
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This summary of the bill in bullet points shows that it is not a repeal of Obamacare,
but instead tinkers with the definitions – business as usual in Washington, DC.
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Republicans have unveiled their replacement for Obamacare. It will cover fewer people
but, unlike Obamacare, it will not force people to buy coverage if they don’t want to.
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This article lists items that would be removed from Obamacare and those that would be
added, such as a penalty if people fail to keep themselves continuously covered. Also,
insurers will be allowed to charge a higher amount for older customers than for young
adults. This is the same as charging older people a higher rate for life insurance or
charging drivers with bad driving records a higher premium for collision insurance. In
other words, the cost is higher for those most likely to benefit, which is a necessary
feature of insurance if it is to function without tax subsidies.


